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 Probing electroweak precision physics via boosted
Higgs-strahlung at the LHC
Shankha Banerjee,1,* Christoph Englert,2,† Rick S. Gupta,1,‡ and Michael Spannowsky1,§
1Institute of Particle Physics Phenomenology, Durham University, Durham DH1 3LE, United Kingdom
2SUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, United Kingdom
(Received 26 July 2018; published 14 November 2018)
We study the process pp → Zðlþl−Þhðbb¯Þ in the standard model effective field theory (SMEFT) at
high energies using subjet techniques to reconstruct the Higgs boson. We show that at high energies this
process probes four directions in the dimension-6 EFT space, namely the operators that contribute to the
four contact interactions, hZμf¯γμf, where f ¼ uL; uR; dL and dR. These four directions are, however,
already constrained by the Z-pole and diboson measurements at LEP. We show that by utilizing the energy
growth of this process in the SMEFTand the accuracy that can be achieved by using subjet techniques at the
High Luminosity LHC, one can obtain bounds on these operators that are an order of magnitude better than
existing LEP bounds.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.98.095012
I. INTRODUCTION
Characterizing the properties of the Higgs boson is
arguably the most concrete particle physics goal of our
time. This is further motivated by the dearth of any signs of
physics beyond the standard model (BSM) in LHC data so
far. One well-motivated course of action in this situation is
to probe heavy new physics outside the reach of direct
searches via precise indirect measurements. A historic
example of constraining high energy physics even beyond
the energy coverage of a collider is the LEP experiment,
which was able to probe scales up to the few TeV via
indirect precision measurements although it ran at a much
smaller collision energy.
As the Higgs boson could not be produced before the
LHC experiment under controlled conditions, one might
naively think that any measurement of interactions involv-
ing the Higgs boson is complementary to past measure-
ments. However, an effective field theory (EFT) perspective
allows us to correlate measurements at different energy
scales only on the basis of SM symmetry and matter
content. In fact, there are fewer SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY invariant
operators at the lowest order in the LHC-relevant EFT
expansion at dimension 6 [1] than the number of (pseudo-)
observables they contribute to. As a result, correlations
between LHC and LEPmeasurements can be exploited. For
instance the LEP measurements of Z-boson pole observ-
ables and anomalous triple gauge couplings (TGCs) inform
the measurement of Higgs observables at the LHC as they
can be related to a common gauge-invariant set of standard
model effective field theory (SMEFT) operators. The analy-
sis in Ref. [2] reveals, in fact, that apart from eight Higgs
observables, the so-called “Higgs primaries,” all other Higgs
interactions present in the dimension-6 Lagrangian can be
constrained already by Z-pole and diboson measurements
at LEP.
For the set of already constrained Higgs coupling
deformations, the LHC has to compete with LEP’s pre-
cision to add new information in order to gain a more
complete picture. This might seem challenging given that
the LHC is intrinsically less accurate compared to LEP. The
key advantage of the LHC (and other future colliders),
however, is a much larger energy reach compared to LEP,
thus allowing us to constrain new physics from a plethora
of available kinematical information (see also [3–13]). As
we will see, the high energy sensitivity of the LHC will
allow us to strongly constrain EFT-induced anomalous
couplings involved in processes that grow with energy,
δσðsˆÞ
σSMðsˆÞ
∼ δgi
sˆ
m2Z
: ð1Þ
From Eq. (1), we see that the anomalous coupling gi can be
measured/constrained at the per-mille to percent level even
if the underlying sensitivity to the fractional cross-section
deviation, δσ=σSM, is only Oð30%Þ at high energies.
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The specific process we are interested in here is Higgs-
strahlung, pp→ Zðlþl−Þhðbb¯Þ. Studying the h→ bb¯
mode instead of the h → γγ leads to a big enhancement
in the rate but the Higgs-strahlung process still remains
challenging with an Oð50Þ background-to-signal ratio.
Relating such a systematics limited result to the extraction
of Higgs couplings can be at odds with the implicit
assumption of perturbativity of the EFT expansion. We
technically rely on the latter to perform proof-of-principle
analyses and eventually full searches at ATLAS and CMS.
As δσ=σSM ≳ 1 signals the breakdown of EFT validity for
weakly coupled UV completions [14], a sensitivity to
smaller values of δσ=σSM is essential. To gain such
precision, we need high luminosities (at least 300 fb−1)
and advanced boosted Higgs tagging techniques which can
reduce the ratio of the number of Zbb¯ to the SM Zhðbb¯Þ
events to anOð1Þ number as shown earlier in Refs. [15–17].
This work is, therefore, an example of a study at the “high
energy-luminosity” frontier in the spirit of Refs. [18–20].
While adding the channel pp→ Zðνν¯Þhðbb¯Þ can further
improve the limits on the effective operators we study [15],
this channel is subjected to backgrounds and employs
observables with larger systematic uncertainties. We there-
fore leave an inclusion of this channel for future work.
As we will see, the leading high energy contribution to
the pp → Zh process comes from the four contact inter-
actions hZμu¯L;RγμuL;R and hZμd¯L;RγμdL;R that are present
in the dimension-6 extended Lagrangian. Thus, although
many more operators contribute to the pp→ Zh process,
the high energy limit isolates the four linear combinations
of operators that generate the above contact terms. An
interesting observation, first made in Ref. [20], is that the
same four EFT directions (that the authors call “high energy
primaries”) also controlWh andWW=WZ production. The
reason is that at high energies these four final processes
correspond to the production of different components of the
Higgs doublet due to the Goldstone Boson equivalence
theorem [21]. They are therefore related by SUð2ÞL sym-
metry for sˆ ≫ m2Z. Hence, although these four diboson
processes may be very different from a collider physics
point of view, they are intimately related by gauge symmetry,
which stands at the heart of an EFT interpretation. This
enables an elegant understanding of the connection of
pseudo-observables inWW production (such as TGCs) with
those inZh production. It also allows us to present our results
in a combined way with the projections for WZ production
in Ref. [20].
II. THE HIGH ENERGY Vh-AMPLITUDE
IN THE SMEFT
Let us first study Vh production at high energy in the
SMEFTwhere V ¼ W, Z. Although we focus on pp → Zh
production in the subsequent sections, here we keep the
discussion more general considering also the Wh final
state. We see that Vh production at hadron colliders at
high energies isolates four independent directions in the full
59-dimensional space of dimension-6 operators. To derive
this fact, consider first the vertices in the dimension-6
Lagrangian that contribute to the ff → Zh process in
unitary gauge,
ΔL6 ⊃
X
f
δgZfZμf¯γ
μfþ δgWudðWþμ u¯LγμdL þH:c:Þ
þ ghVVh

WþμW−μ þ
1
2c2θW
ZμZμ

þ δghZZh
ZμZμ
2c2θW
þ
X
f
ghZf
h
v
Zμf¯γμfþ ghWud
h
v
ðWþμ u¯LγμdLþH:c:Þ
þ κZγ
h
v
AμνZμν þ κWW
h
v
WþμνW−μν þ κZZ
h
2v
ZμνZμν:
ð2Þ
We are using the formalism presented in Refs. [2,22] where
αem, mZ and mW have been used as input parameters and
any corrections to the SM vector propagators, i.e., the terms
VμVμ; VμνVμν and VμνFμν, have been traded in favor of the
vertex corrections. Note that the above parametrization is
equivalent to the one in Refs. [23,24] (see Ref. [25]).
Keeping only the leading terms in sˆ=m2Z in the BSM
correction, we obtain for the amplitudeMðff → VT;LhÞ,
ZTh∶ gZf
ϵ · Jf
v
2m2Z
sˆ

1þ

ghZff
gZf
− κZZ

sˆ
2m2Z

;
ZLh∶ gZf
q · Jf
v
2mZ
sˆ

1þ g
h
Zff
gZf
sˆ
2m2Z

;
WTh∶ gWf
ϵ · Jf
v
2m2W
sˆ

1þ
ghWff0
gWf
− κWW

sˆ
2m2W

;
WLh∶ gWf
q · Jf
v
2mW
sˆ

1þ g
h
Wff0
gWf
sˆ
2m2W

; ð3Þ
where gZf ¼ gðTf3 −Qfs2θW Þ=cθW , and gWf ¼ g=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
. Jμf is the
fermion current f¯γμf, the subscript L (T) denotes the
longitudinal (transverse) polarization of the gauge boson, q
denotes its four momentum and ϵ denotes the polarization
vector.
We see that only the ghVf and κVV couplings lead to an
amplitude growing with energy. In the case of the κVV
couplings, the energy growth arises because of the extra
powers of momenta in the hVV vertex, whereas for the
contact interaction, ghVf, the energy growth is due to the fact
that there is no propagator in the diagram involving this
vertex. In fact for the latter interaction, the only difference
in the amplitude with respect to the SM is the absence of
the propagator. Thus, angular distributions are expected to
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be identical for BSM and SM production. Therefore, the
only way to probe this interaction is through the direct
energy dependence of differential cross sections.
On the other hand, the κVV interactions contribute only to
the transverse V amplitude as a consequence of their vertex
structure. Hence, they cannot interfere with the dominant
longitudinal piece in the SM amplitude. As a result, after
summing over all V-polarizations, the leading piece in the
high energy cross-section deviation, is controlled only by
the couplings ghVf whereas the κVV contribution is sup-
pressed by an additional Oðm2V=sˆÞ factor.
Note that the couplings, δgZf and δg
h
ZZ also lead to
deviations from the SM amplitude but these corrections do
not grow with energy and are also suppressed by an
additional Oðm2V=sˆÞ factor with respect to the ghVf con-
tribution. We have checked explicitly that including these
couplings has no noticeable impact on our analysis.
At hadron colliders, the pp → Vh process at high
energies and at leading order is therefore controlled by
the five contact interactions: ghZf, with f ¼ uL; uR; dL and
dR and ghWud. These five couplings correspond to different
linear combinations of Wilson coefficients in any given
basis. In Table I we show all operators in the Warsaw [1]
and SILH [26] bases that generate these contact terms. As
there are only four independent operators contributing to
these five interactions in the Warsaw basis, there exists a
basis independent constraint at the dimension-6 level,
ghWud ¼ cθW
ghZuL − g
h
ZdLﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ; ð4Þ
leaving only the four independent ghZf couplings.
In Table II, we show the linear combinations of Wilson
coefficients contributing to the four ghZf couplings in
different EFT bases. The first row gives these directions
in the Warsaw basis. The second row provides the afore-
mentioned directions in the BSM primary basis of Ref. [2],
where the Wilson coefficients can be written in terms of
already constrained pseudo-observables. It is clear in this
basis that the directions to be probed by high energy Vh
production can be written in terms of the LEP (pseudo-)
observables. The couplings δgZf defined in Eq. (2) are
strongly constrained by Z-pole measurements at LEP,
whereas the anomalous TGCs, δκγ and δgZ1 (in the notation
of Ref. [27]), were constrained by WW production dur-
ing LEP2.
For the physically motivated case where the leading
effects of new physics can be parametrized by universal
(bosonic) operators, the SILH Lagrangian provides a
convenient formulation and we show the above directions
in this basis in the third row of Table II. For this case, as
shown in the fourth row of Table II, one can again write the
directions in terms of only the “oblique”/universal pseudo-
observables, viz., the TGCs δκγ and δgZ1 and the Peskin-
Takeuchi Sˆ-parameter [28] in the normalization of
Ref. [29]. For a definition of these observables we refer
to the Lagrangian presented in Ref. [30] (see also
Ref. [31]). As we already mentioned, upon using the
Goldstone equivalence principle, one finds that the same
four-dimensional subspace of operators also controls the
TABLE I. Dimension-6 operators that give dominant contri-
bution to pp → Vh at high energies in the Warsaw [1] and
strongly interacting light Higgs (SILH) [26] bases.
SILH basis Warsaw basis
OW ¼ ig2 ðH†σaDμ
↔
HÞDνWaμν Oð3ÞL ¼ðQ¯LσaγμQLÞðiH†σaD
↔
μHÞ
OB ¼ ig
0
2
ðH†Dμ↔HÞ∂νBμν OL ¼ ðQ¯LγμQLÞðiH†D
↔
μHÞ
OHW ¼ igðDμHÞ†σaðDνHÞWaμν OuR ¼ ðu¯RγμuRÞðiH†D
↔
μHÞ
OHB ¼ ig0ðDμHÞ†ðDνHÞBμν OdR ¼ ðd¯RγμdRÞðiH†D
↔
μHÞ
O2W ¼ − 12 ðDμWaμνÞ2
O2B ¼ − 12 ð∂μBμνÞ2
TABLE II. The linear combinations of Wilson coefficients contributing to the contact interaction couplings ghZf
that control the ff → Vh process at high energies. The four directions relevant for hadron colliders (corresponding
to f ¼ uL; dL; uR; dR) can be read off from this table by substituting the value of the SUð2ÞL and Uð1ÞY quantum
numbers Tf3 and Yf for the corresponding f. Here cˆW ¼ cW þ cHW − c2W and cˆB ¼ cB þ cHB − c2B. For the
nomenclature of the operators, their corresponding Wilson coefficients and observables see e.g., Ref. [20].
EFT directions probed by high energy ff → Vh production
Warsaw basis [1] − 2gcθW
v2
Λ2 ðjT
f
3 jc1L − Tf3c3L þ ð1=2 − jTf3 jÞcfÞ
BSM primaries [2] 2g
cθW
Yft2θWδκγ þ 2δgZf −
2g
cθW
ðTf3c2θW þ Yfs2θW ÞδgZ1
SILH Lagrangian [26] g
cθW
m2W
Λ2 ð2T
f
3 cˆW − 2t2θWYfcˆBÞ
Universal observables 2g
cθW
Yft2θW ðδκγ − Sˆþ YÞ −
2g
cθW
ðTf3c2θW þ Yfs2θW ÞδgZ1 −
2g
cθW
Tf3W
High energy primaries [20] − 2m
2
W
gcθW
ðjTf3 jað1Þq − Tf3að3Þq þ ð1=2 − jTf3 jÞafÞ
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longitudinal VV production at high energies. This space is
defined in Ref. [20] in terms of the four high energy
primaries which are linear combinations of the four ghVf
couplings, as shown in the last row of Table II.
As it is not possible to control the polarization of the
initial state partons in a hadron collider, the process can, in
reality, only probe two of the above four directions. Taking
only the interference term, these directions are
gZu ¼ ghZuL þ
gZuR
gZuL
ghZuR;
gZd ¼ ghZdL þ
gZdR
gZdL
ghZdR; ð5Þ
where gZf is defined below Eq. (3). Also, at a given energy,
the interference term for the pp→ Zh process is sensitive
only to a linear combination of the up-type and down-type
coupling deviations, i.e., to the direction,
gZp ¼ gZu þ
LdðsˆÞ
LuðsˆÞ
gZd ð6Þ
where Lu;d is the uu¯, dd¯ luminosity at a given partonic
center of mass energy. We find that the luminosity ratio
changes very little with energy (between 0.65 and 0.59 ifﬃﬃ
sˆ
p
is varied between 1 and 2 TeV). Thus, to a good
approximation, pp → Zh probes the single direction in
EFT space given by
gZp ¼ ghZuL − 0.76 ghZdL − 0.45 ghZuR þ 0.14 ghZdR; ð7Þ
where we have substituted the values for gZf and evaluated
the luminosities at the energy sˆ ¼ ð1.5 TeVÞ2. This can
now be written in terms of the LEP-constrained pseudo-
observables in the second and fourth row of Table II,
ghZp ¼ 2 δghZuL − 1.52 δghZdL − 0.90 δghZuR þ 0.28 δghZdR
− 0.14 δκγ − 0.89 δgZ1
ghZp ¼ −0.14 ðδκγ − Sˆþ YÞ − 0.89 δgZ1 − 1.3W ð8Þ
where the first line applies to the general case and the
second line to the universal case.
Note that in the discussion so far we have not considered
the gg→ Zh production channel at hadron colliders
[32–40]. While formally a higher order correction, after
all the cuts are applied, this subprocess contributes an
appreciable 15% of the total SM pp→ Zh cross section in
our analysis due to the top-threshold inducing boosted final
states [37]. We find, however, that introduction of the EFT
operators does not lead to an energy growing amplitude
with this initial state, and thus this channel has a subdomi-
nant contribution to the EFT signal. While we fully include
this contribution in our collider analysis, the introduction
of this channel does not alter the discussion so far in an
important way.
We now turn to the crucial issue of estimating the scale of
new physics (and thus the cutoff for our EFT treatment) for
a given size of the couplings, ghVf. This also gives us an idea
of the new physics scenarios that our analysis can probe. As
is clear from the operators in Table I, the ghVf couplings
arise from current-current operators that can be generated,
for instance, by integrating out at tree level a heavy SUð2ÞL
triplet (singlet) vector W0a (Z0) that couples to SM fermion
currents, f¯σaγμf (f¯γμf) with a coupling gf and to the Higgs
current iH†σaD
↔
μH (iH†D
↔
μH) with a coupling gH,
ghZf ∼
gHggfv2
Λ2
; ð9Þ
where Λ is the mass of the vector and therefore the
matching scale or cutoff of the low energy EFT. The
coupling to the SM fermions can be universal if the heavy
vector couples to them only via kinetic mixing with the SM
gauge bosons. This results in a coupling of the heavy vector
to the SUð2ÞL and hypercharge currents given by gW ¼ g=2
and gB ¼ g0Yf, Yf being the SM hypercharge. As we want
our results to be applicable to the universal case, we assume
the coupling gf to be given by a combination of gB and gW
to obtain
ghZuL;dL ∼
gHg2v2
2Λ2
;
ghZuR;dR ∼
gHgg0YuR;dRv
2
Λ2
; ð10Þ
and then further assume a weakly coupled scenario with
gH ¼ 1 [note that this is a bit larger than the corresponding
value gH ¼ g=ð2cθW Þ for the SM hZZ coupling]. In the
above equation, we have ignored the smaller contributions
from gB to the left-handed couplings. For any set of
couplings fghZuL; ghZdL; ghZuR; ghZdRg, we evaluate the cutoff
using Eq. (10) with gH ¼ 1 and take the smallest of the four
values. It is clear that for strongly coupled scenarios with
larger values of gH, the cutoff assumed in our analysis is
smaller than necessary and thus our projected bounds are
conservative.
III. ANALYSIS
In order to probe the reach of the high luminosity runs of
the LHC in constraining the EFT directions in Table II, we
optimize a hadron-level analysis to obtain maximum
sensitivity to the BSM signal, which is well pronounced
in the high energy bins. To achieve this, we consider the
Zðlþl−Þh production from a pair of quarks as well as from
a pair of gluons. As far as the decay of the Higgs boson is
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concerned, we find that at an integrated luminosity of
300 fb−1, the diphoton mode yields less than five events at
high energies (pT;Z > 150 GeV) and is thus not sensitive to
the effects we want to probe. We thus scrutinize the
hðbb¯ÞZðlþl−Þ final state where the dominant backgrounds
are composed of Zbb¯ and the irreducible SM production of
Zh. For the Zbb¯ process, we consider the tree-level
production as well as the gg → ZZ production at one loop.
Reducible contributions arise from Z þ jets production
(c-quarks included but not explicitly tagged), where the
light jets can bemisidentified as b-jets, and the fully leptonic
decay for tt¯. Instead of performing a standard resolved
analysis, where one would demand two separate b-tagged
jets, we demand a fat jet with a cone radius of R ¼ 1.2.
We employ the so-called BDRS approach [15] with minor
modifications to maximize sensitivity. In a nutshell, this
technique helps in discriminating boosted electroweak-scale
resonances from large QCD backgrounds.
We see that using this approach allows us to reduce the
ratio of Zbb to SM Zh events from about 40 to an Oð1Þ
number with about 40 SM events still surviving at
300 fb−1. This shows that the kind of analysis performed
here would not be possible at integrated luminosities
smaller than 300 fb−1.
The BDRS approach recombines jets using the
Cambridge-Aachen (CA) algorithm [41,42] with a signifi-
cantly large cone radius to contain all the decay products of
the resonance. One then works backwards through the jet
clustering and stops when a significant mass drop, mj1 <
μmj with μ ¼ 0.66, (mj being the mass of the fatjet) occurs
for a not too asymmetric splitting,
minðp2T;j1 ; p2T;j2Þ
m2j
ΔR2j1;j2 > ycut;
with ycut ¼ 0.09. If this condition is not met, the softer
subjet j2 is removed and the subjets of j1 are tested for the
aforementioned criteria to be satisfied in an iterative
process. The algorithm stops as soon as one obtains two
subjets, j1 and j2 abiding by the mass drop condition.
To improve the resonance reconstruction, the technique
considers a further step called filtering. In this step, the
constituents of j1 and j2 are again recombined using the
CA algorithm with a cone radius Rfilt ¼ minð0.3; Rbb¯=2Þ.
Only the hardest three filtered subjets are retained to
reconstruct the resonance. In the original work of
Ref. [15], this resonance is the SM-like Higgs boson
and thus the two hardest filtered subjets are b tagged. In
our work, we find that the filtered cone radius Rfilt ¼
maxð0.2; Rbb¯=2Þ works better in removing the back-
grounds.1 The filtering step greatly reduces the active area
of the initial fat jet.
We use the FeynRules [43] and UFO [44] toolkits to
implement the signal contributions (we comment on the
effect of including squared dimension-6 interactions as
compared to interference-only terms below). Both signal
and background processes are generated including the full
decay chain with MG5_aMC@NLO [45], at leading order.
For the gluon initiated part of the SM and BSM Zh
production, we employ the FeynArts/FormCalc/
LoopTools [46,47] framework and the decays are per-
formed using MadSpin [48,49]. We shower and hadronize
the samples using Pythia 8 [50,51] and perform a
simplified detector analysis.
Because our ultimate goal is to look for new physics
effects in high energy bins, we generate the Zh, Zbb¯ and
tt¯ samples with the following cuts: pT;ðj;bÞ > 15 GeV,
pT;l > 5 GeV, jyjj < 4, jyb=lj < 3, ΔRbb=bj=bl > 0.2,
ΔRll > 0.15, 70 GeV < mll < 110 GeV, 75 GeV <
mbb < 155 GeV and pT;ll > 150 GeV. The former two
processes are generated upon merging with an additional
matrix element (ME) parton upon using the MLM scheme
[52]. For the Z þ jets process, we generate the samples
without the invariant mass cuts on the jets; we further
merge the sample up to three ME partons.
To account for higher order QCD corrections for the
qq¯-initiated Zh process, we apply a bin-by-bin (inMZh, the
invariant mass of the filtered double b-tagged fat jet and
the reconstructed Z-boson) K-factor reweighting to the
next-to-leading order (NLO)-accurate distribution both for
the SM background and the EFT signal using Ref. [25].
For the gg-initiated Zh process, we consider a conservative
NLO K factor of 2 [38]. For the tree-level Zbb¯ and Z þ jets
processes, flat K factors of 1.4 (computed within
MG5_aMC@NLO) and 0.91 [53] are applied. For the gg →
ZZ production, a flat K factor of ∼1.8 [54] has been used.
We first test the power of a cut-based analysis. In doing
so, we construct the fat jets with a cone radius of R ¼ 1.2,
having pT > 80 GeV and rapidity, jyj < 2.5 using
FastJet [55]. We isolate the leptons (e, μ) by demanding
that the total hadronic activity around a cone radius of
R ¼ 0.3must be less than 10% of its pT and the leptons are
required to have pT > 20 GeV and jyj < 2.5. All non-
isolated objects are considered while constructing the fat
jets. In selecting our events, we consider only those with
exactly two isolated leptons having opposite charge and
same flavor (OSSF). Moreover, we demand the invariant
mass of the pair of leptons to lie in the range (80–100 GeV)
in order to reconstruct the Z-peak. The reconstructed Z
is required to be boosted with pT > 160 GeV and the
separation between the two isolated leptons is required to
be ΔR > 0.2. In reconstructing the Higgs boson, we
demand that each event has at least one fat jet containing
no less than two B-meson tracks with pT > 15 GeV.
The minimum transverse momentum of the fat jet is
required to be pT > 110 GeV. After satisfying the mass
drop and filtering criteria, we require exactly two subjets
1The criteria Rfilt ¼ maxð0.2; Rbb¯=2Þ followed by Rfilt ¼
minð0.3; Rbb¯=2Þ hardly change the results.
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after the former step and at least two subjets after filtering.
We proceed with b-tagging the two hardest subjets. We
choose a b-tagging efficiency of 70% and a misidentifica-
tion rate for light jets of 2%. After the filtering and
b-tagging steps, we require events with exactly two b-tagged
subjets, which are well separated from the isolated leptons:
ΔRðbi;ljÞ > 0.4 for both leptons l1;2 and b-tagged subjets
bi. We reconstruct the Higgs boson by requiring its invariant
mass to lie in the range (115–135 GeV).
In order to further reduce the backgrounds, we demand
both the reconstructed Z and the Higgs bosons to have
pT > 200 GeV. The tt¯ background can be removed almost
entirely by requiring ET < 30 GeV. The cut flow affecting
the most dominant background Zbb¯ and the SM Zh
channel is summarized in Table III.
Before focusing on the very high energy effects by
imposing cuts on MZh, we find that the ratio of cross
section between SM Zh and Zbb¯ is ∼0.26. A multivariate
implementation at this level strengthens this ratio further.
In order to be quantitative, we impose looser cuts on
the aforementioned variables 70 GeV < mll < 110 GeV,
pT;ll>160GeV, ΔRll>0.2, pT;fat jet>60GeV, 95GeV<
mh<155GeV, ΔRbi;lj >0.4 and ET <30GeV. Because
Z þ jets and tt¯ are much less significant than Zbb¯, we train
the boosted decision trees only with the SM qq¯-initiated
Zh and Zbb¯ samples using the following variables: pT of
the two isolated leptons, ΔR between pairs of b-subjets
and isolated leptons, between the two isolated leptons and
between the hardest two b-subjets in the Higgs fat jet, the
reconstructed Z-boson mass and its pT , ΔΦ separation
between the fat jet and the reconstructed Z-boson, ET ,
mass of the reconstructed Higgs jet and its pT , pT of the
two b-tagged filtered subjets, the ratio of their pT and the
rapidity of the Higgs jet. We ensure that we do not have
variables which are ∼100% correlated but we retain all
other variables. Because our final distribution of interest is
the invariant mass of the Zh-system, we do not consider it
as an input variable. We use the TMVA [56] framework to
train our samples and always ensure that the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistic is at least of the order ∼0.1 in order to
avoid overtraining of the samples [57]. We find that the
aforementioned ratio increases to ∼0.50 upon using the
boosted decision tree algorithm showing that a further
optimization of the cut-based analysis was necessary.
Finally, we test all our samples with the training obtained
from the SM qq¯-initiated Zh and the Zbb¯ samples.
To distinguish between the EFT signal and the irreduc-
ible SM Zhðbb¯Þ background we utilize the growth of the
EFT cross section at high energies. The effects are readily
seen in the MZh distribution, our observable of interest. In
Fig. 1 we show the differential distribution with respect to
this variable for the EFT signal as well as the different
backgrounds for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1. For
the EFT signal we take a point that can be excluded in our
analysis but is well within the LEP allowed region. We see
that the EFT cross section keeps growing with energy, but
much of this growth is unphysical at energies above the
cutoff, i.e., MZh > Λ, where Λ is the cutoff evaluated as
described below Eq. (10) and shown by a vertical line in
Fig. 1. For our analysis we dropped all events above this
cutoff. For MZh < Λ, the EFT deviations are never larger
than an Oð1Þ factor with respect to the SM background as
expected on general grounds. Note, however, that even for
MZh < Λ, even though the underlying anomalous cou-
plings, ghZf, are per-mille to percent level, the fractional
deviations are much larger because of the energy growth of
the BSM rate. To make full use of the shape deviation of the
EFT signal with respect to the background, we perform a
binned log likelihood analysis assuming a 5% systematic
error. The likelihood function is taken to be the product of
Poisson distribution functions for each bin with the mean
FIG. 1. The differential distribution of events at an integrated
luminosity of 300 fb−1 with respect to MZh for the EFT signal
as well as the different backgrounds. For the EFT signal we
have taken the point fghZuL ; ghZdL ; ghZuR ; ghZdRg ¼ f−0.005; 0.0001;
−0.010; 0.005g which is allowed by the LEP bounds.
TABLE III. Cut-flow table showing the effect of each cut on
Zbb¯ and SM Zh.
Cuts Zbb¯ Zh (SM)
At least one fat jet with two B-mesons
with pT > 15 GeV
0.23 0.41
Two OSSF isolated leptons 0.41 0.50
80 GeV < Mll < 100 GeV,
pT;ll > 160 GeV, ΔRll > 0.2
0.83 0.89
At least one fat jet with two B-meson
tracks with pT > 110 GeV
0.96 0.98
Two Mass drop subjets and ≥ two
filtered subjets
0.88 0.92
Two b-tagged subjets 0.38 0.41
115 GeV < mh < 135 GeV 0.15 0.51
ΔRðbi;ljÞ > 0.4, ET < 30 GeV,
jyhj < 2.5, pT;h=Z > 200 GeV
0.47 0.69
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given by the number of events expected for a given BSM
point. To account for the 5% systematic error we smear the
mean with a Gaussian distribution. To obtain the projection
for the 95% C.L. exclusion curve we assume that the
observed number of events agrees with the SM.
IV. DISCUSSION
Considering only the SM-BSM interference term, we
find the per-mille level bounds,
ghZp ∈ ½−0.004; 0.004 ð300 fb−1Þ
ghZp ∈ ½−0.001; 0.001 ð3000 fb−1Þ: ð11Þ
Using Eq. (10) the above bounds can be translated to a
lower bound on the scale of new physics given by 2.4 TeV
(4.4 TeV) at 300 fb−1 (3000 fb−1). One can now compare
the above projections with existing LEP bounds by turning
on the LEP observables contributing to ghZp in Eq. (8) one
by one. This is equivalent to assuming that there are no
large cancellations in Eq. (8) so that each individual term is
bounded by Eq. (11). The results are shown in Table IV. We
see that our projections are much stronger than the LEP
bounds for the TGCs δgZ1 and δκγ and comparable in the
case of the Z-pole observables δgZf that parametrize the
deviations of the Z coupling to quarks.
To obtain Eq. (11), we have used the cutoff as defined in
Eq. (10) with gh ¼ 1. One might expect a stronger bound
by taking a larger gh. We find, however, that while taking
stronger couplings can increase the cutoff many times, this
does not lead to an appreciably higher sensitivity because
the high energy bins have very few or no SM/BSM events
being suppressed by the small PDFs at these energies.
For the universal case, the EFT directions presented in
Table II can be visualized in the δκγ − Sˆ vs δgZ1 plane as
shown in Fig. 2 for the interesting class of models where
W ¼ Y ¼ 0 [20]. The flat direction related to the pp → Zh
interference term, i.e., ghZp ¼ 0, Eq. (7), is shown by the
dashed blue line, where the direction ghZp is now given by
the second line of Eq. (8). The grey shaded area shows the
allowed region after the LEP II bounds [59] from the
eþe− → WþW− process are imposed. The results of this
work are shown in blue [light (dark) blue for results at 300
ð3000Þ fb−1]. To understand the shape of the blue bands,
note that along the dashed line, the SM-BSM interference
term vanishes. If the interference was the only dominant
effect, the projected allowed region would be a band along
this direction. The BSM squared term thus plays a role in
determining the shape of the blue region. To the left of the
dashed blue line, the squared and the interference terms
have the same sign while there is a partial cancellation
between these two terms on the right-hand side of the
dashed line. This results in the curvature of the blue band
with stronger bounds to the left of the dashed line and
weaker bounds to its right.
TABLE IV. Comparison of the bounds obtained in this work
with existing LEP bounds. The numbers outside (inside) brack-
ets, in the second column, denote our bounds with L ¼
300ð3000Þ fb−1. To obtain our projection we turn on the LEP
observables in Eq. (8) one by one and use Eq. (11). The LEP
bounds on the Z coupling to quarks have been obtained from
Ref. [58], the bound on the TGCs from Ref. [59], the bound on Sˆ
from Ref. [60] and finally the bounds on W, Y from Ref. [29].
Except for the case of the bounds on δgZf , all of the bounds in the
last column were derived by turning on only the given parameter
and putting all other parameters to 0.
Our projection LEP bound
δgZuL 0.002ð0.0007Þ −0.0026 0.0016
δgZdL 0.003ð0.001Þ 0.0023 0.001
δgZuR 0.005ð0.001Þ −0.0036 0.0035
δgZdR 0.016ð0.005Þ 0.016 0.0052
δgZ1 0.005ð0.001Þ 0.009þ0.043−0.042
δκγ 0.032ð0.009Þ 0.016þ0.085−0.096
Sˆ 0.032ð0.009Þ 0.0004 0.0007
W 0.003ð0.001Þ 0.0000 0.0006
Y 0.032ð0.009Þ 0.0003 0.0006
FIG. 2. We show in light blue (dark blue) the projection for the
allowed region with 300 fb−1 (3 ab−1) data from the pp → Zh
process for universal models in the δκγ − Sˆ vs δgZ1 plane. The
allowed region after LEP bounds (taking the TGC λγ ¼ 0, a
conservative choice) are imposed is shown in grey. The pink
(dark pink) region corresponds to the projection from the WZ
process with 300 fb−1 (3 ab−1) data derived in Ref. [20] and the
purple (green) region shows the region that survives after our
projection from the Zh process is combined with the above WZ
projections with 300 fb−1 (3 ab−1) data.
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We see that, as we move further from the origin, the
effect of the squared term becomes more pronounced. This
is expected, as along the dashed line, the interference term
is accidentally 0, even for energies below the cutoff, and
thus, the parametrically subdominant squared term is larger.
To achieve a partial cancellation between these two terms
one needs to deviate more and more from the dashed line.
While EFT validity has been carefully imposed to derive
our bounds, the fact that the interference term vanishes
along the flat direction and the squared term becomes
important does imply that for weakly coupled UV com-
pletions our bounds are susceptible to Oð1Þ dimension-8
deformations in this direction. In the orthogonal direction
shown by the dotted line, on the other hand, our projections
are more robust and not sensitive to such effects. Such an
ambiguity also exists in the results in Table IV, for the
pseudo-observables such as δgZdR and δκγ that are somewhat
aligned to the above flat direction. This ambiguity can be
resolved by performing a global fit upon combining
analyses of all the Vh; VV channels that will avoid such
flat directions.
As we have emphasized already, VV production con-
strains the same set of operators as the Vh production. In
Fig. 2, we also show the projected bound from the WZ
process at 300 fb−1 obtained in Ref. [20]. When both these
bounds are combined, only the purple region remains. At
3000 fb−1, this region shrinks further to the green region
shown in Fig. 2. Thus, we see a drastic reduction in the
allowed LEP region is possible by investigating pp → Zh
at high energies.
V. CONCLUSIONS
As hints for new physics beyond the SM remain elusive
with the LHC entering a new energy territory, model-
independent approaches based on the assumption of no
additional light propagating degrees of freedom are gaining
ground. The power of effective field theory is that theo-
retical correlations between independent measurements can
be exploited to formulate tight constraints on the presence
of new physics, solely based on the SM symmetries and
matter content.
The high precision measurements performed during the
LEP era are therefore the driving forces behind combined
constraints early in the LHC program. To enter new
territory, the LHC has to push beyond the LEP sensitivity
for interactions that relate the phenomenology at both
collider experiments. The Higgs boson, as arguably the
most significant TeV scale degree of freedom, can be
placed at the core of such a program, which will naturally
involve LHC measurements at high luminosity.
In this paper, we focused on the impact of associated
Higgs production that provides complementary informa-
tion to the diboson production modes observed at LEP2,
which determine the precision of the associated coupling
constraints. Using a dedicated investigation of expected
signal and backgrounds, we find that the LHC will
ultimately be able to improve the sensitivity expected from
LEP measurements. Our results are summarized in
Eq. (11), Table IV and Fig. 2. Higgs-strahlung is also
complementary to diboson production at the LHC inves-
tigated in Ref. [20]. Combining Higgs-strahlung measure-
ments with diboson results in the high energy limit will
allow us to drastically improve the sensitivity to the
underlying new physics parameters in an unparalleled way.
Both high energies and luminosities are crucial for a
study like ours. Potentially even higher new physics scales
can thus be probed at the High Energy LHC or other future
colliders.
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